
Problem of the Week
Problem E and Solution

Return Safely

Problem
An aircraft carrier is traveling at an average speed of 34 km/h on a course that is 60◦ west of
south. A helicopter leaves the carrier and travels due north at an average speed of 200 km/h.
The carrier maintains its course and average speed. The helicopter has enough fuel for five
hours of flying and it maintains its constant speed of 200 km/h.

What is the maximum distance north the helicopter can travel, so that the fuel remaining will
allow a safe return to the aircraft carrier?

Solution
Solution 1
We know that the total time available is 5 hours and in that time the aircraft carrier will travel
5× 34 = 170 km.

Let t represent the time, in hours, that the helicopter travels due north. Then, the helicopter
will have (5− t) hours to return to the carrier. The helicopter will fly 200t km due north and
200(5− t) = (1000− 200t) km in a direction which allows the helicopter to return to the carrier.

On the diagram, O represents the point at which the helicopter leaves the carrier, A represents
the farthest point north that the helicopter reaches and B represents the point that the aircraft
carrier reaches in 5 hours. ∠AOB = 180◦ − 60◦ = 120◦. So OA = 200t km, OB = 170 km, and
AB = (1000− 200t) km. If we let d = 200t, we can simplify OA to d and AB to (1000− d).
Using the cosine law,

AB2 = OA2 +OB2 − 2(OA)(OB) cos(∠AOB)

(1000− d)2 = d2 + 1702 − 2(170)(d) cos(120◦)

1 000 000− 2000d+ d2 = d2 + 28 900− 340d
(−1

2

)
1 000 000− 2000d = 28 900 + 170d

−2170d = −971 100

d =
971 100

2170

d =̇ 447.51 km

The helicopter can travel about 447 km north before it must
return to the final location of the carrier. Since d = 200t, we have
t = d÷ 200 =̇ 2 h 14 min. (Both the distance and the time have been
rounded down to allow for a safe return.) In terms of time, the pilot
can fly north for about 2 hours and 14 minutes before having to return
to the aircraft carrier.



Solution 2
Let t represent the maximum time that the helicopter can travel north. Let O represent the
point where the helicopter leaves the carrier. Let A represent the most northerly point to
which the helicopter could fly to before it must return to the carrier. Let B represent the
location of the carrier after it travels five hours.

As in solution 1, we determine that the carrier travels 5× 34 = 170 km in five hours. We will
describe the positions of the helicopter and the aircraft carrier in terms of coordinates. We
know that the carrier is traveling through the third quadrant at an angle of 60◦ from the
negative y-axis and 30◦ from the negative x-axis. The standard position angle related to these
two angles would be 180◦ + 30◦ = 210◦. We can determine the coordinates of B, the location of
the carrier after traveling 5 hours, using x = r cos θ and y = r sin θ, where r = 170 and
θ = 210◦.

x = r cos θ = 170 cos 210◦ = 170

(
−
√
3
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)
= −85

√
3

y = r sin θ = 170 sin 210◦ = 170

(
−1
2

)
= −85

The coordinates of B are
(
−85
√
3,−85

)
.

Since the helicopter is traveling due north at 200 km/h for t hours, it travels 200t km and the
coordinates of A are (0, 200t). We can now calculate the distance from A(0, 200t) to
B(−85

√
3,−85).

(AB)2 =
(
0− (−85

√
3)
)2

+ (200t− (−85))2

= (85
√
3)2 + (200t+ 85)2

= 7225(3) + 40 000t2 + 34 000t+ 7225

= 21 675 + 40 000t2 + 34 000t+ 7225

= 40 000t2 + 34 000t+ 28 900

= 100(400t2 + 340t+ 289)

AB = 10
√
400t2 + 340t+ 289, AB > 0

The time from A to B is 10
√
400t2+340t+289

200
=
√
400t2+340t+289

20
.

We already know that the time from O to A is t and that the
total time is 5 hours. Then,

t+
√
400t2+340t+289

20
= 5

20t+
√
400t2 + 340t+ 289 = 100√
400t2 + 340t+ 289 = 100− 20t

Squaring both sides, 400t2 + 340t+ 289 = 10 000− 4 000t+ 400t2

4340t = 9711

t = 9 711
4 340

The maximum distance the helicopter can travel north is 200t = 971 100
2 170

=̇ 447.51 km and the
helicopter should not go north for more than 2 hours and 14 minutes.


